The annual earthquake predictions of the China Seismological Bureau (CSB) are evaluated by means of an R score (an R score is approximately 0 for completely random guesses, and approximately 1 for completely successful predictions). The average R score of the annual predictions in China in the period 1990-1998 is about 0.184, significantly larger than 0.0. However, background seismicity is higher in seismically active regions. If a 'random guess' prediction is chosen to be proportional to the background seismicity, the expected R score is 0.123, and the nine-year mean R score of 0.184 as observed is only marginally higher than this background value. Monte Carlo tests indicate that the probability of attaining an R score of actual prediction by background seismicity based on random guess is about 1. It is concluded that earthquake prediction in China is still in a very preliminary stage, barely above a pure chance level.
Introduction
Forecasting earthquakes is at the frontier of research in seismology. David Vere-Jones (1970) was amongst the first to apply statistical methods in research on predicting earthquakes. The China Seismological Bureau (CSB), formerly the State Seismological Bureau (SSB), is the only governmental institution in the world that is dedicated to monitoring precursors of earthquakes and earthquake prediction. The CSB supervises 8 research institutes and 30 provincial or municipal seismological bureaux, with about 800 observational stations in total covering most seismically active and populated areas of China. The provincial or municipal bureaux are responsible for local predictions. They also report their information to the Center for Analysis and Prediction (CAP) of the CSB. The CAP is in charge of analyzing earthquake risks and makes predictions on a nationwide basis. These predictions are not available to the public or media: they are reported to the government, and only the government is authorized by law to make decisions on mitigation actions. Details of Chinese earthquake predictions can be found in Mei et al. (1993) and SSB (1996) .
Chinese earthquake predictions are usually made in progressive steps of long-term. medium-term, and short-term (or imminent) predictions. Typical medium-term predictions of one year are made at a 'national consultative meeting on seismic tendency' (Wu, 1997) . These predictions are reported to the State Council. The State Council then issues formal government documents to ministries of the State Council and provincial and municipal governments.
The annual predictions are made by consensus of experts from the CAP and provincial seismological bureaux, based on a series of preparatory meetings at provincial level. Various data of seismicity parameters, deformation, apparent resistivity, ground water, ground stress, gravity, magnetic field, etc. are used in these predictions (e.g. Mei et al., 1993; SSB, 1996) . How these CSB predictions should be evaluated is a question of great interest to seismologists all over the world: earthquake predictions and their evaluation are very topical questions that are strongly debated (e.g. Stark, 1996; Geller et al., 1997). The Chinese annual predictions have largely remained unknown because at the time they are made they are confidential. An objective evaluation of the CSB predictions is certainly worthwhile.
In this paper, we evaluate the CSB predictions in the 1990s only, because since 1990 the form of these CSB predictions has been more uniform. Our evaluation is based on the original prediction maps from the official Chinese State Council documents (CAP, SSB 1990-1998) so as to guarantee that all our data are reliable and that the predictions have indeed been made in advance of the predicted year. Our tests are somewhat different from testing a single prediction algorithm, such as M8, which can be applied to any region for which a catalogue is available. We can only make an evaluation of different strategies for making predictions and compare these with CSB predictions.
All the CSB annual predictions were made in advance of the predicted year by consensus of experts. Stark (1996) pointed out that there are many potential pitfalls in assigning statistical significance to 'successful' earthquake predictions. He suggested (1996, 1997) that it is preferable to treat the observed seismicity as given and compare the predictions with randomly generated predictions of various types. The benefit is that the stochastic component of the null hypothesis is in the prediction, not the Earth. This procedure was also taken by Kagan (1996) in comparing predictions based on foreshocks to the VAN predictions. In this paper we evaluate the actual prediction of each year by an R score, comparing the observed R score with two different prediction algorithms to judge its statistical significance.
R score
Many systems of scores have been proposed for the evaluation of earthquake predictions: here we also use an R score method. It is in fact difficult to use a single index to cover all important aspects in evaluating predictions, and an R score may not be the best score scheme. We choose an R score partly because it is the CSB 'official' evaluation method; this is convenient when comparing various prediction methods in China.
The total region is divided into N cells. A positive prediction (for a given cell) means that an earthquake of magnitude in a specified range (the 'predicted magnitude range', which in our case means 5.0 or larger) is predicted to occur in the cell within a Total predictions N1 No N time window of one year. A negative prediction is a prediction that no such earthquake will occur in the given cell within the one year time span. The R score is based on the following counts, which are entries in Table 1 
R scores of Chinese annual predictions
We apply the R score scheme described above to test the CSB annual predictions for China since 1990. 
Prediction based on observed long-term frequencies Observation over long periods has shown that the relative frequencies of earthquakes
cliffer in different regions. Two conclusions follow immediately: first. that completely random prediction cannot be expected to be satisfactory, and second. that it is reasonable to attempt to predict' earthquakes at differential rates for different regions. As a start we therefore use the long-term observed annual frequencies pi in cell i as a basis for 'background probability prediction'. Table 3 together with the actual scores R. For most years except 1994, R2 is smaller than or equal to the R score computed from the actual predictions. The nine-year average R2 is 0.150. also smaller than the nine-year average 0.184 of the observed R scores. We conclude that CSB predictions are marginally better than these background probability predictions.
The expectation R2 is based on two assumptions: that the earthquakes occurring in the 1990s followed the 1900-1989 background probabilities, and that these probabilities are known exactly. Clearly. neither of these assumptions is true. so we also conducted some Monte Carlo tests. For each year, we randomly chose the same number of cells as for the CSB prediction, such that the chance of each cell being chosen was proportional to its background probability, and then calculated the R score. We carried out 5000 such tests for each year. The results (see also the next paragraph), yielded the yearly average R score shown in Table 3 as R2A. The nine-year average R2A is 0.123, smaller than the theoretical expectation R2 of 0.150, probably because both the long-term frequencies are only estimates of the background probabilities, and earthquakes in the 1990s may not exactly follow these probabilities. The nine-year average R2A of 0.123 is also smaller than the actual R score 0.184, indicating that CSB predictions are marginally better than guesses based on these backbround probabilities.
We made other comparisons of the CSB and these Monte Carlo 'predictions':
(1) Of the annual number of actual earthquakes (nine-year average 12.55), the CSB gave a nine-year average of 3.33 positive predictions compared with 2.56 from the Monte Carlo predictions.
(2) For each year we constructed histograms (see Figure 4) , based on 5000 tests, of the number of earthquakes with positive predictions.
(3) For each year we calculated the proportion PA of the 5000 tests with R scores larger than the R score realized from the CSB predictions (see Table 3 ). From the viewpoint of CSB-based predictions, the worst and best cases were 1994 and 1996, when 83% and 15% of the 5000 tests had background probability prediction R scores larger than the CSB-based R scores. The average PA is 0.350, meaning that the chance of the CSB prediction being better (in terms of the R score) than the background probability prediction is about 2
Discussion and conclusion
Earthquake prediction is a highly topical subject. We have suggested two prediction strategies and compared their R scores with the R score of the data for CSB-based predictions. The completely random strategy ignores the spatial variability of seismicity, and is markedly inferior to the CSB predictions. The second strategy considers the spatial distribution of seismicity over the period 1900-1989. even though it is always possible for a large earthquake to occur where none has been seen before. CSB prediction is only marginally better than background-based random prediction. In comparison with background probability prediction for high-risk areas only, the R score of CSB prediction is lower, but can be increased significantly by combination with the high-risk area prediction. Improved CSB prediction could be superior to high-risk area only prediction because it uses more than probabilitybased information. However on its own, this cannot yet be shown to give significant improvement: CSB prediction is still empirical and in a preliminary stage of development. Serious advances are needed to make predictions that can be approved by most scientists.
Appendix. R score expectations for different prediction strategies Our discussion and all quantities relate to a given time unit, typically, one year. Our concern is with making predictions for N cells.
Suppose that (in the given year) the probability of earthquake occurrence in cell i is pi which is obtained from long-term data and may vary from one cell to another. 
